PRESS RELEASE
Career in logistics

GLS welcomes the training year 2020
•
•
•

111 study and training places across Germany
Doubling the offer within four years
GLS career website with all information on training and dual
studies 2021

Neuenstein, 4 August 2020: The parcel service provider welcomes its new trainees,
dual students and annual interns in August and September.
This year, GLS Germany provides 111 training and dual study places. Training is offered
in the following professions: CEP specialist, warehouse logistics specialist, IT specialist
for system integration, specialist for freight forwarding and logistics services, office
management, e-commerce, IT or courier, express and postal services. GLS recruits dual
students either for the degree programme Applied Computer Science or Logistics
Management.
Depending on the German federal state, the first-year students start their career at GLS
on 1 August or 1 September. The welcoming and introduction of the trainees is designed
to give them the best possible start in the company and their new working life. The
introduction week takes place under consideration of appropriate hygiene and
precautionary measures.
"We are proud that we were able to almost double the number of places within four
years", says Dr. Karl Pfaff, Chairman of the Management Board of GLS Germany. "This
shows that GLS is an attractive employer for junior staff and that parcel logistics is an
exciting and diverse industry with a future - and that young people perceive it that way.”
From August, GLS is already looking for the trainees for the coming year
On the GLS career website, the training offer for 2021 will be online from August. Those
seeking training can now apply for a training or dual study place via gls-karriere.de/en/.

GLS Germany and the GLS Group
The GLS Group provides reliable, high-quality parcel services to over 240,000 customers,
complemented by freight and express services. “Quality leader in parcel logistics” is GLS’
guiding principle. Through wholly owned and partner companies, the GLS Group covers
40 countries and is globally connected via contractual agreements. With its ground based
network, GLS is one of the leading parcel service providers in Europe. The Group also
operates through wholly owned subsidiaries in Canada and on the West Coast of the
USA. The GLS network consists of c. 70 central and regional transshipment points and c.
1,400 depots which are supported by c. 28,000 final mile delivery vehicles and c.4,000

long distance trucks. GLS employs c. 19,000 people. In the 2019/20 fiscal year GLS
generated revenues of 3.6 billion euros and delivered667 million parcels.
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